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About This Game

HYPERFIGHT is a fighting game where every hit is lethal, and every win counts. You'll have to risk your points to gain access
to your character's special and super moves, which can turn the tide of the game in a heartbeat. Designed to be easy to pick up

and hard to master, so grab a friend, any friend (or multiple)!

Featuring:

 4 (+1 unlockable) characters to master, with unique movesets

 Local VS mode, against players and CPU opponents

 Single player arcade mode and tutorial

 Full controller support, with rebindable controls
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New update released:
We just uploaded a patch that fixes a lot of the smaller passibility bugs that managed to make it through playtesting. This should
smoothen up gameplay quite a bit.

Thank you to everyone who has downloaded Railroad Tracks,

Ian
socah development. Complete walkthrough out now!:
Trouble finding the last of your memories? We've just published a complete walkthrough to Railroad Tracks!

Find it here:

https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1563054362. Doughlings: Arcade Stellar Monarch Justice: Fallen Clan
Railroad Tracks Railroad Tracks OST out now!:
We just released Asynchronous Revivalism, the OST for Railroad Tracks. Listen on Youtube or get it from Bandcamp:
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1611207688
Happy new year!
. Player Guide reachable now:
I believe there were some issues with accessing the player guide. It should be up now at: 
https://socahdev.wordpress.com/rtguide/

Thank you for your patience,

Ian
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